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E-GOVERNANCE FOR IMPROVED PUBLIC SECTOR  

SERVICE DELIVERY IN LEBANON AND BELARUS 

Utilizing ICT as e-administration could yield incredible advantages 

in the change and modernization of people in general area. The experience 

of e-governance in a number of created and creating nations has demon-

strated that ICT can be an instrument for more prominent administration 

conveyance with the objective of making strides benefit quality. E-

governance can likewise advance 'great governance', that is, more notewor-

thy metro engagement can increment opportunities for coordinate portrayal 

and voice, and support for expanded popular government. 

This paper look to test the part of e-governance in enhancing admin-

istration conveyance by modifying the main operator relationship. It addi-

tionally looks for to explain the quality parts of open administration. Solid 

authority is required to execute e-administration to catch and disguise the 

advantages of value benefits and fulfilled clients.

To finish up this paper has taken a gander at the part of e-

administration in enhancing administration conveyance and quality and the 

effect that has on consumer loyalty with regards to a little creating nation. 

It is found in this examination that e-administration can possibly enhance 

benefit conveyance and consumer loyalty.  

There is a tremendous fluctuation in the discernment and desire of 

typical natives in the nation with respect to benefit conveyance, nature of 

administrations and this has adversely influenced consumer loyalty over the 

quantity of years. There is an earnest need in Lebanon to utilize e-

administration in every single open organization in perspective of the over-

all negative effect of central operator issue. Administration quality specifi-

cally has crumbled and e-administration ought to be viewed as a methods 

for enhancing it later on. Absence of research in Lebanon, requested con-

sideration towards this theme, this examination will be useful to arrange-

ment creators and specialists in its field, administration and particularly 

those in the Administration offices. Future research in e-administration 

ought to find a portion of the explanations behind using e-administration 

and specifically take a gander at what challenges a little creating country 

faces similarly as administration quality issues are concerned.  


